T H E ART OF

P E R SO NAL C OM M U NI CAT I ON

People judge you in a few seconds and this first
impression lasts often forever.
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Omori method (www.ohmori-method.co.jp) Certified image consultant
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Personal background
Graduate Sophia University Tokyo, Studies at Sorbonne University Paris;
Co-Founder and longtime president of an international Swiss Watch Company.

The UCLA Mehrabian studies statistically researched
the criteria responsible for this first impression.

20 years experience of living and working in competitive European environment

Their conclusion:

Fluent in English, French and German.

7% happens in spoken words.
38% happens through voice tone.
55% happens via general body language.
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It’s not what you say, but HOW you say it,
that will be remembered

We provide comprehensive courses tailored to YOU.
Combine our predefined packages with a customised modules based on your needs.

Personal Branding Brush-up Package
Three elements of 1.5 to 2 hours each, you will choose the order.

Speech- and Body Language control
On-the-job (while giving an actual speech or presentation), you will be given
advice and correction on your manner of talking, tone of voice, appearance,
expression, gesture, etc.
Ever since the televised debates between Nixon and Kennedy in the presidential
elections of 1960, the importance of appearance has become widely recognised.
While Nixon never knew what happened to him, competent Image Consulting
today evaluates and improves the image of the client by adjusting appearance,
behaviour and communication.
How your ways of talking, walking, of shaking hands, of smiling, dressing, your
gestures and body language, your observance of etiquette, (-regional peculiarities
come to mind-) and yes, even your hairstyle contribute to a real and lasting
impact on your counterparts is truly amazing.

Wardrobe consulting based on analysing type, body shape, composure
Overhaul your look: Sitting down with you 1:1, we analyse and re-define your
image and enhance your personal style.

Personal color diagnosis
Personality enhancing coordination of wardrobe colours to complexion, color
of skin, eyes, hair, based on color science and advanced color psychology.

And while learning all the tricks, you will at the same time become an expert

Personal Target Modules

in detecting your counterpart’s weaknesses to your advantage.

From 2 hours up

The Preciluxe Personality Enhancing© courses help you to leave a lasting
impression in every situation. Our experience in professional Corporate
Branding to help you acquiring your own Personal Branding.

Business Etiquette • Protocol • Behaviour in Foreign Countries.
Personal Shopper (accompanied shopping and fashion consulting)
Wardrobe / Audit (Inspection and Client Wardrobe Checklist Cheat Sheet)
Contact us for a personalised oﬀer befitting your individual needs.

